
Literary Fiction 

 

Dear Ms. Agent, 

I am writing to you because of your interest in something that relates to 

my novel and because you represent Author, whose work I so admire. My novel 

Great Title, tells the story of X, exploring the themes of this and that. 

Here is a one paragraph synopsis/pitch/book-jacket-description of my novel. 

I’m going to focus on the main plot line (my story does have one, right? And I’m 

clear on what it is?), and I’m not going to name more than 2 characters.  

Here is my bio. It is not pretentious or blustery. It is a clear description of 

my writing background with just the highlights mentioned. If I have a big platform 

or connection to the subject of my novel, I will of course mention it here. I will 

sound like a human who would be nice to talk to and possibly work with. 

 As suggested in your guidelines I am including the first 5 pages below. 

Please let me know if you’d be interested in seeing the rest of the manuscript. 

 

Best wishes,  

A Writer 

  



Genre Fiction 

 

Dear Ms. Agent, 

When Character discovers the truth about X she must make a life-changing 

choice. Will she A? Or B? And when Character 2 does Z, the resulting fallout 

threatens everything they’ve worked for. 

I’m writing to you because I think my novel Great Title would be of interest 

to you. It is genre the agent successfully represents complete at word count, and 

would be of interest to fans of comp author/title and comp author/title.  

Here is my bio. It is not pretentious or blustery. It is a clear description of 

my literary background with just the highlights mentioned. If I have a big platform 

or connection to the subject of my novel, I will of course mention it here. I will 

sound like a human who would be nice to talk to and possibly work with. 

As suggested in your guidelines I am including the first 5 pages below. 

Please let me know if you’d be interested in seeing the rest of the manuscript. 

 

Best wishes, 

A Writer 

 


